This paper proposes a hierarchical multi-label matcher for patch-based face recognition. In signature generation, a face image is iteratively divided into multi-level patches. Two different types of patch divisions and signatures are introduced for 2D facial image and texture-lifted image, respectively. The matcher training consists of three steps. First, local classifiers are built to learn the local matching of each patch. Second, the hierarchical relationships defined between local patches are used to learn the global matching of each patch. Three ways are introduced to learn the global matching: majority voting, 1 -regularized weighting, and decision rule. Last, the global matchings of different levels are combined as the final matching. Experimental results on different face recognition tasks demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed matcher at the cost of gallery generalization. Compared with the UR2D system, the proposed matcher improves the Rank-1 accuracy significantly by 3% and 0.18% on the UHDB31 dataset and IJB-A dataset, respectively.
Introduction
Face recognition is an active topic for researchers in the fields of biometrics, computer vision, image processing and machine learning. In the past decades, both global and local methods have been developed. Global methods learn discriminative information from the whole face image, such as subspace methods (b) since each patch is handled individually, the correlations between different patches is ignored. To overcome these drawbacks, a Hierarchical Multi-Label (HML) matcher is proposed by introducing hierarchical patch division and patch correlations. Each face image is hierarchically divided into multi-level patches for signature generation. During the matching, a local matching is obtained for each patch based on its local classifier. Then, the global matching of each patch is learned based on different types of hierarchical relationships. Last, the global matchings of different levels of patches are combined to obtain the final matching.
The contributions of this paper are improving face recognition performance by a HML-based matcher with two new techniques: (i) unifying facial patch division in face recognition, which is achieved by two ways to construct hierarchical patches. (ii) exploring the correlations between different patches based on their hierarchical relationships, which is a step usually neglected by previous methods.
Parts of this work have been published in Zhang et al. [26] . In this paper, it is extended by providing: (i) a hierarchical two-level patch division based on texturelifted image; (ii) more general applications of face recognition in the wild; (iii) the evaluation on the UR2D system [25] ; (iv) the statistical analysis of the evaluation based on signatures from both 2D image and texture-lifted image.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related work. Section 3 describes the patch division with signatures. Section 4 introduces the proposed matcher. The experimental design, results and analysis are presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Related work
Local features computed from small patches of the face image are less likely to be corrupted than global features. Applying local features starts from the component based method, where local features are extracted and combined first. Then, classifiers are built on the combined local features. Heisele et al. [27] introduced the component based Support Vector Machines (SVM) to avoid pose changes. Subspace models are also extended to component based methods, for example Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Fisher Linear Discriminant (FLD) [28, 29] . Different machine learning algorithms have been introduced into patch-based methods. Martinez [30] proposed to divide face images into several local patches and model each patch with a Gaussian distribution. The final matching is reached by summing the Mahalanobis distance of each patch. Wright et al. [3] extended SRC into a patch version that achieves better performance by a voting ensemble. Taking into account the global holistic features, Su et al. [10] developed a hierarchical method that combines both global and local classifiers. Fisher linear discriminant classifiers are applied to global Fourier transform features and local Gabor wavelet features. A two-layer ensemble is proposed to obtain the final matching. To overcome the impact of patch scale, multi-scale patch-based methods were proposed. Yuk et al. [31] proposed the Multi-Level Supporting scheme (MLS). First, Fisherface based classifiers are built on multi-scale patches. Then, a criteria-based class candidate selection technique is designed to fuse local matching. Zhu et al. [5] developed Patch-based CRC (PCRC) and Multi-scale PCRC (MPCRC). Constrained 1 -regularization is applied to combine each patch's local matching.
To learn data-driven features, Zhen et al. [32] proposed the Discriminant Face Descriptor (DFD) that learns the most discriminant local features by minimizing the difference of the features from the same person and maximizing the difference of the features from different people. Lu et al. [33] developed the Compact Binary Face Descriptor (CBFD) which learns binary codes by removing the redundancy information with unsupervised learning. Zhang et al. [34] proposed a resolutionvariance robust representation strategy based on LBP and Gabor features. PCA and LDA are used to reduce feature dimension. To exploit the contextural information, Duan et al. [35] proposed a context-aware local binary feature descriptor by limiting the number of bitwise changes in each descriptor. The limitation of these methods is that they rely on shallow feature descriptors.
Deep neural network based patch methods have also been developed. Mansanet et al. [36] proposed a model called Local Deep Neural Network (Local-DNN) for general recognition based on two key concepts: local features and deep architectures. The model learns features from small overlapping regions using discriminative feed-forward networks with several layers. Inspired by spatial pyramid pooling in image classification, Shen et al. [37] introduced a simple and efficient feature extraction method based on pooling local patches over a multi-level pyramid. Coupled with a linear classifier, the learned features can achieve stateof-the-art performance on face recognition.
For face recognition in an occlusion scenario, researchers also developed methods to detect and eliminate the occluded patches [38] . Oh et al. [39] introduced the Selective Local Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (S-LNMF) method. First, PCA and the Nearest Neighbor (NN) classifier are applied to detect the occluded patches. Then, LNMF-based recognition is performed on the occlusionfree patches. Zhao et al. [40] proposed to partition the face image into two layers and use the difference of sparsity to detect the occluded patches. The final match-ing is also obtained based on the unoccluded patches. The problem with these methods is they are sensitive to the performance of occlusion detection.
Hierarchical Multi-label Classification (HMC) is also related to the proposed framework. In HMC, each sample has more than one label and all these labels are organized hierarchically in a tree or Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) [41, 42] . Hierarchical information in tree and DAG structures is used to improve classification performance [43, 44] . Here, a hierarchical multi-label based matcher is introduced by making use of the hierarchical relationships between different patches to improve their local matchings.
Signatures based on hierarchical patch division
A non-overlapping hierarchical multi-level patch division is built based on 2D face image. Let D = {1, 2, · · · , D} represent a set of hierarchical levels. Given a face image X ∈ R u×v , it is set to be level 1. First the level 1 image is divided and obtain the level 2 patches. Then each patch on level 2 is divided, and obtain the patches on the next level. By dividing the patches from level 1 to level D − 1, all the hierarchical patches are obtained. Let X i,j ∈ R u i,j ×v i,j denote the j th patch on level i. Let N and N i denote the total number of patches and the number of patches on level i, respectively. So N = D i=1 N i . Meanwhile, a hierarchical label set is defined by L = {l i,j } as the ground truth label, where l i,j represents the label of patch X i,j . Note that l i,j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , C}, and C represents the total number of identities in the gallery.
By now, the 2D face image has been divided into multi-level patches and assigned a hierarchical label for each patch. Based on this patch division, any feature extraction technique can be used to generate signature S 2D = {S 2D i,j }, where S i,j represent the patch-signature for the j th patch on level i. If all the patches have the same patch-signature size of B. The size of S 2D is N × B. Figure 1 depicts an example of a 3-level partition and its corresponding patch and label hierarchies. In practice, to emphasize local information, the level 1 image can also start with divided patches rather than the original face image. Thus, the corresponding label hierarchy becomes a free tree without any root.
By organizing multi-level patches hierarchically, the dependence between different patches can be explored based on the relationships between their labels. Following the definitions in HMC [45, 41] , five patch notations are defined and their three hierarchical patch relationships are: "parent-child", "ancestor-descendant" Figure 1 .
and "'adjacent siblings". The notations and examples are shown in Table 1 . Sibling relationship is only defined when two patches have the same parent patch and they are adjacent. The reason of excluding non-adjacent siblings is to differentiate patches of the same level.
Signature S T L for texture-lifted image
To overcome the pose variation problem, a partially overlapping tree-structured patch division is built based on texture-lifted image and integrate the partition on the patch-based UR2D system [25] . Facial texture lifting is a technique that lifts the pixel values from the original 2D images to a UV map [46] . Given an original image, a 3D-2D projection matrix [47] , a 3D AFM model [48] , it first generates the geometry image, each pixel of which captures the information of an existing or interpolated vertex on the 3D AFM surface. With the geometry image, a set of 2D coordinates referring to the pixels on an original 2D facial image is computed. Thus, the facial appearance is lifted and represented into a new texture image. The 3D model and a Z-Buffer technique are applied to estimate the occlusion status for each pixel. This process also generates an occlusion mask. In the UR2D system, eight patches are extracted on the texture-lifted image. Then, Deep Pose Robust Face Signature (DPRFS) is extracted for each patch [25] . Due to large pose variations, some patches may be occluded. Each patch-signature contains two part: feature vector S T L with size of 512 and a binary occlusion encoding O T L , which indicates whether the patch is occluded or not. Let
i,j } represent the signature based on texture-lifted image. The S T L signature size is 8 × 512 + 8. In the UR2D system, the matching score is computed by adding the cosine similarity scores of non-occluded patches directly. The major limitation is that the patch correlations are ignored. Here, based on the eight patches in the UR2D system, a two-level partially overlapping tree-structured patch division is created. An example from the UHDB31 dataset [49] is shown in Figure 2 . As with the UR2D system, the mouth patch is ignored due to expression variations. Building deeper or non-overlapping HML structures is also considered. However, DPRFS requires larger facial region to extract discriminative deep features. Following previous patch division for 2D image, the patch and label relationships are also built. 
The local matching is both signature-free and classifier-free. Any of the classifiers (e.g., NN, SRC and CRC) can be used based on any signatures (e.g., LBP, Gabor feature, gray value and CNN feature). For the signature of 2D image, gray value followed by CRC is evaluated. For the signature of texture-lifted image, ResNet based CNN feature followed by cosine similarity is evaluated.
Hierarchical global matching
There are several reasons why local matching is not accurate and only some patches return promising results. First, variations from facial expressions, illumination and occlusion affect different patches differently. Second, some patches are less discriminative than other patches. Third, human faces exhibit distinct structures and characteristics on different-scale patches [5] . Previous methods usually relied on different patch sizes and ensemble methods to address these challenges. However, the correlations between different patches are neglected. In this paper, the hierarchical relationships between locally related patches are used to improve each patch's local matching and get its new label matching, which is referred as "global matching". Let Q = {q A global classifier is defined for each patch to learn the correlation between its global matching and the local matchings of itself and its parent patches, adjacent sibling patches and child patches (if any). For patch X i,j , its hierarchical matching matrix is defined as
th sample and S i,j represents the total number of hierarchically related patches. Let G = {g i,j (X i,j , H i,j )} represent the learned global classifier set, so:
Take occlusion for example. Figure 3 depicts the intuition of the proposed method in an occlusion scenario. It can be observed that, for the occluded patch X 2,2 , three types of hierarchically related patches (parent patch X 1,1 , adjacent sibling patch X 2,1 and child patches X 3,3 and X 3,4 ) will contribute to correct the erroneous local matching and obtain the robust global matching. Another example in a texturelifted image is shown in Figure 4 .
Majority voting (V-HML)
Voting is the most popular ensemble technique in patch-based methods. It is easy and training-free. The global matching of a probe patch is simply given by the majority local matching of all the hierarchically related patches. For the patches that have more than one majority matching candidate, the one that gives higher average similarity is selected. The drawback is that majority voting ignores the important differences between different hierarchically related patches. As it can be observed in the example of patch X 2,2 in Figure 3 , compared with the child patches X 3,3 and X 3,4 , the adjacent sibling patch X 2,1 and the parent patch X 1,1 provide more discriminative information.
1 -regularized weighting (W-HML)
Based on the above analysis, different weights are introduced to the hierarchically related patches. Let w i,j = {w vector of the patches related to X i,j , and
Note that z m,s i,j = 1 means that h m,s i,j gives a correct matching, otherwise it gives a wrong matching. To measure the misclassification of all the hierarchically related patches, the ensemble margin of the m th sample can be defined as: For the sample set X, the ensemble loss under square loss can be defined as:
where e = [1, 1, · · · , 1] T , and dim(e) = S i,j . Considering that some hierarchically related patches do not make much contribution, like patch X 2,2 's adjacent sibling patch X 3,3 in Figure 3 , the sparsity of w i,j is enforced with 1 -norm. Also the learned weights should be positive. With these constraints, the optimization problem becomes:
Using the same strategy as [5] , converting the weight constraint to ew i,j = 1, and adding to the objective function:
where e = [e; 1], Z i,j = Z i,j ; e T . The function can be solved using popular 1 -minimization methods. After weight learning, for a testing patchX 
Decision rule (R-HML)
To find the hidden relationships between different hierarchically related patches, another good method is to use rule-based classifiers [50, 51] . The advantages include: easy to interpret and fast to generate. For the example of patch X 2,2 in Figure 3 , a simple decision rule is:
Considering the variety of hierarchical relationships, Random Forest [51] is used to learn the global matching of each patch. Figure 5 depicts an example of 
Hierarchical ensemble
Combining multi-level global matching is an ensemble learning problem. Every method introduced above for single patch global matching learning can be applied to combine the global matchings of different levels. The proposed matcher focuses on hierarchically global learning, so the majority voting is used to get the final matching. The proposed matcher for training and deploying is summarized in Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively.
Experiments
This section evaluates the hierarchical patch division and the HML matcher with two signatures (S 2D and S T L ) in different face recognition scenarios separately. The HML matcher is first evaluated on the 2D face recognition task in an occlusion scenario with the Extended Yale B dataset [52] and the AR dataset [53] . The Extended Yale B dataset contains 38 subjects under 9 poses and 64 illumination conditions. The image number of each subject ranges from 59 to 64. To introduce synthetic occlusion on each face image, the classic mandrill image is resized to cover 25% of pixels at random location. The AR dataset contains over 4,000 color face images of 126 subjects with real occlusion and different facial expressions. As in [6, 5] , a subset is used with both illumination and expression changes that contains 50 male subjects and 50 female subjects. Each subject has 26 images. All the face images are resized to 32 × 32.
Based on the size of face image, a 5-level patch division is built for each image; the numbers of patches on each level are: 1 × 1, 1 × 2, 2 × 2, 4 × 4, 8 × 8, respectively. According to the best result from [5] , CRC is chosen as the local classifier. In CRC, the regularization parameter is set to 0.001. V-HML is used to represent the voting based method. In W-HML, the parameter λ is set to 0.1. In R-HML, the number of trees is set to 150. The baseline methods are MLS and MPCRC. In MLS, the parameter ω is set to 0.1. Gray value is used as the original feature. PCA is applied to reduce dimensionality of each patch to 100 (the smaller size patches with less than 100 pixels keep their original features). To ensure fairness across subjects, The greatest common number of images are first selected randomly for each subject. Then different proportions of the selected images are used for training and testing. All the experiments were run 10 times. The influence of D is first tested with 20% of training data. The performance is depicted in Figures 6 and 7 . The results of different methods are presented in Figures 8 and 9 (D is set to 4 in V-HML and 5 in W-HML and R-HML).
It can be observed in Figures 6 and 7 that different HML methods achieve the best performance at different levels. V-HML performs best with 4-level path division, while W-HML and R-HML perform best with 5-level path division. In Figure 8 it can be observed that, in the Yale B dataset, W-HML performs better than other methods under different percentages of training data. V-HML achieves better or comparable results compared to R-HML, MPCRC and MLS. The results of V-HML under 40 % and 50 % of training data (81.37 %, 83.47%) are slightly below than that of MPCRC (83.81%, 85.03%). In Figure 9 , similar results can be observed in the AR dataset. W-HML achieves the best results under different percentages of training data. V-HML performs better than R-HML and other methods. 
Signature S T L evaluation
The evaluation of the proposed HML matcher on the UR2D system is evaluated with two types of face recognition scenarios: constrained environment and unconstrained environment. The datasets used for testing are the UHDB31 dataset [49, 54] and the IJB-A dataset [55, 56] . The UHDB31 dataset contains 29,106 color face images of 77 subjects with 21 poses and 18 illuminations. To exclude the illumination changes, a subset with natural illumination is selected for evaluation. To evaluate the performance of cross pose face recognition, the frontal pose (pose-11) face images are used as gallery and the remaining images from 20 poses are used as probe. Figure 10 shows the example images from different poses. The IJB-A dataset [55] contains images and videos from 500 subjects captured from "in the wild" environments. This dataset merges images and frames and provides evaluations on the template level. A template contains one or several images/frames of one subject. According to the IJB-A protocol, it splits galleries and probes into 10 splits. In this experiment, the same modification as [25] is followed for use in close-set face recognition. The latest UR2D is used as a baseline pipeline with both PRFS and DPRFS features [47] . In addition, the results are also compared with VGG-Face, FaceNet, COTS v1.9 and ResNet [25, 23, 57] . The performance of FaceNet on IJB-A is ignored due to identity conflicts.
To create a training set, synthetic images are generated in the UHDB31 dataset. Each gallery image is rotated, masked and cropped to create 150 images. Then, half of them are used as sub-gallery and the other half is used as sub-probe. In the IJB-A dataset, sub-gallery and sub-probe sets are also created based on gallery images. The sub-sets are used to train the HML matcher. The local matching of each patch is computed based on the DPRFS feature and cosine similarity matching.
In this more challenging task, the V-HML and W-HML failed to obtain good performance due to large poses in constrained environment and variations in unconstrained environment. Here the results are reported based of R-HML. Table 2 and Table 3 show the results on the two datasets. The number of tree is set to 150. The sensitivity analysis of the number of trees is shown in Figure 11 .
From the results of Table 2 , it can be observed that, the R-HML matcher can improve the performance of 4 poses and maintain the excellent performance on other poses. From Table 3 , improvements can also be observed on most of the splits. From Figure 11 it can be observed that different performance is obtained with different number of trees. The parameter is learned from the training sets. The limitation of the proposed models is that they require re-training based on new gallery images. Table 2 : Rank-1 performance of different methods computed on the UHDB31 dataset (%). The methods are ordered as VGG-Face, COTS v1.9, FaceNet, ResNet, UR2D-PRFS, UR2D-DPRFS and R-HML. 
Statistical Analysis
In this section, statistical analysis is first performed for the five methods (MLS, MPCRC, V-HML, W-HML, R-HML) over eight data splits in the above experiments (four from The Extended Yale B dataset and four from the AR dataset). Following Demšar et al. [58] , the Friedman test [59, 60] and the two tailed Bonferroni-Dunn test [61] are used to compare multiple methods over multiple datasets. Let r 
is distributed according to X 2 F with k − 1 degree of freedom. Limited by its undesirable conservative property, Iman et al. [62] introduced a better statistic
which is distributed according to the F-distribution with k−1 and (k−1)×(N −1) degrees of freedom. First the average rank of each method is computed. The results are summarized in Table 4 . The F F statistical value based on (10) is computed as 133. With five methods and eight dataset splits, F F is distributed with 5 − 1 and (5 − 1) × (8 − 1) = 28 degrees of freedom. The critical value of F (4, 28) for α = 0.10 is 2.157 < 133, so the null-hypothesis is rejected. Then, 
where q α is the critical values. If the average rank between two methods is larger than critical difference, the two methods are significantly different. According to Table 5 in [58] , the critical value of five methods when p = 0.10 is 2.241. The critical difference is computed as CD = 2.241 5×6 6×8 = 1.77. Thus, W-HML performs significantly better than MLS, MPCRC and R-HML (the difference between W-HML and MPCRC or R-HML, 3.5−1 = 2.5 > 1.77). V-HML performs statistically better than MLS. The average rank differences between MPCRC and V-HML or R-HML is smaller than the critical value 1.771, so they are not significantly different.
The Friedman test [59, 60] and the two tailed Bonferroni-Dunn test [61] are also used to compare the performance of UR2D-DPRFS(the best baseline) and R-HML on the 30 data splits (20 from UHDB31 and 10 from IJB-A). First the average ranks of UR2D-DPRFS and R-HML are 1.67 and 1.33, respectively. The F F statistical value of Rank-1 accuracy is computed as 3.64. With two methods and 30 data splits, F F is distributed with 2 − 1 and (2 − 1) × (30 − 1) = 29 degrees of freedom. The critical value of F (1, 29) for α = 0.10 is 2.88 < 3.64, so the null-hypothesis is rejected. Then, the two tailed Bonferroni-Dunn test is applied to compare the two methods by the critical difference. The critical value of two methods when p = 0.10 is 1.65. the critical difference is computed as CD = 1.65 2×3 6×30 = 0.30. In conclusion, under Rank-1 accuracy, R-HML performs significantly better than UR2D-DPRFS (the difference between ranks is 1.67 − 1.33 = 0.34 > 0.30).
Conclusion
This paper presented a HML based matcher for patch-based face recognition. The proposed matcher builds multi-level patches hierarchically and uses the hier-archical relationships to improve the local matching of each patch. The proposed matcher achieved better results compared to previous methods. Compared with the UR2D system, the proposed matcher can improve the Rank-1 accuracy significantly by 3% and 0.18% on the UHDB31 dataset and IJB-A dataset, respectively. The limitation of the proposed matcher is gallery generalization. Because the improvement is based on fix gallery subjects. Future work will focus on how to design a data-driven and feature-driven HML division method to create different divisions based on different datasets and features.
